REGIONAL ORDER
No. 133 - 2017

SUBJECT : EVALUATION OF LOCAL GOVERNANCE REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTER (LGRRC) STRENGTHENING PROGRAM

DATE : 29 AUGUST 2017

There is a need to periodically review and analyze program implementation to identify problems early on and come up with appropriate adjustments or solutions, and generate relevant information that would guide program implementers to maximize project / program impact.

In this regard, the following members of the different LGRRC Facilities per Regional Order No. 089 – 2017, and three members each from the Capacity Development Facility (LGCDD) and Linkage Services Facility (LGMED), together with the members of the LGRRC Management Team are directed to participate in the LGRRC Evaluation on September 12 and 28-29, 2017 at the DILG-CAR Regional Office.

LGRRC MANAGEMENT TEAM MEMBERS
DC Shirley Evangeline V. Mon, FAD
DC Rene V. Valera, LGCDD
DC Daisy A. Payang, LGMED

LGRRC Facilities
Multimedia & Knowledge Facility
Coordinator: LGGO V Johnny L. Mauting
Members : LGGO V Rolando R. Gonzales
ITO Zaidy B. Papat-iw
AÖ V Louven L. Matib
Stat II Danilo E. Azarcon
AdAs III Angelito G. Castro
MIS Aris A. Colintas

Public Education & Good Citizenship Facility
Coordinator: LGGO V Carol G. Gano
Members: LGGO V Mary Ann J. Griba, LGCDD
LGGO V Marie Cris L. Rimando, FAD
AdA IV Laura V. Escad, FAD

"Matino, Mahusay at Maaasahan"

Barangay Center, Upper Session Rd Cor. North Drive, Baguio City
Tel Nos. (074) 442-3515 / 442-0085
Telefax Nos. (074) 442-5372 / 443-9840 / 442-9030
In addition, Accountant III Jennifer S. Chaokas is also directed to attend said activity. Furthermore, one member from each of the facilities shall serve as the pool of documenters for this activity.

For compliance.

ENGR. MARLIL L. IRINGAN, CESO V
Regional Director

“Matino, Mahusay at Maaasahan”
Barangay Center, Upper Session Rd Cor. North Drive, Baguio City
Tel Nos. (074) 442-3515 / 442-0085
Telefax Nos. (074) 442-5372 / 443-9840 / 442-9030